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ABSTRACT
Chemical substitution is a simple technological decision for the generation of a large
number of nano-sized defects. Replacement of some atoms in the structure with other
ones of different valence, ion radius and magnetic moment can result in deformation of
lattice, charge distribution, appearance of oxygen and other atoms vacancies or disorder.
Partial replacement of rare earth ion in RBa2Cu3O7-δ by Ca2+ ion with similar ionic radius
but lower valence value, provides additional holes and makes the overdoped region of the
T(p) phase diagram accessible for study. Investigation of intra- and inter-granular effects
in overdoped polycrystalline R1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ (R=Y, Eu, Gd, Er and x=0, 0.025, 0.05,
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0.10, 0.20, 0.30) samples was carried out by using different experimental technique. Xray powder diffraction analysis and SEM were used for the examination of phase
formation and microstructure. AC magnetic susceptibility measurements (of fundamental
and third harmonics) as a function of temperature, DC magnetic field, frequency and AC
magnetic field amplitude were exploited for the investigation of a large number of
properties: differentiation between inter- and intra- granular effects, estimation of
intergranular Jcinter, activation energy for TAFF, irreversibility line or non-linear
dissipation processes. DC magnetization measurements were performed at fixed
temperatures as a function of magnetic field and intragranular Jcintra was obtained.
Transport measurements (resistivity vs. temperature and I-V characteristics) at different
magnetic fields were used for the establishment of vortex-glass-vortex-liquid phase
transition and scaling parameters.
It was established that low level overdoping leads to the improvement of
intragranular critical current, flux pinning and irreversibility field at 77 K making it
higher than in non substituted, fully oxygenated YBCO samples. Temperature
dependence of intergranular critical current showed that it is governed by the S-I-S type
joints between the grains. For highly overdoped samples the suppression of intragranular
critical current and flux pinning has been observed. The intergranular critical current is
characterized by S-N-S type. Indirect evidence suggests that this is a result of carriers’
phase separation supporting the idea that the quality of superconducting condensate is
strongly influenced by overdoping. The field dependence of activation energy for TAFF
shows that 2D pancake vortices are characteristic of underdoped samples, while 3D
vortex system exists in overdoped ones. Hole concentration is an essential parameter that
controls many properties in HTS. We also investigated how the vortex dynamics was
influenced by the doping effect. By using the third harmonics signal of AC magnetic
susceptibility the irreversibility line was determined. The existence of vortex glass-vortex
liquid phase transition was confirmed also by transport measurements. The scaling
behavior of E-J data in Ca substituted samples is similar to the other polycrystalline
YBCO samples. Previously established morphology dependence of dynamic exponent (z)
was confirmed. However, z values are smaller than the usually reported for nonsubstituted YBCO. Static exponent (ν) shows a tendency for field dependence. These
observations have been explained with the peculiarities of Ca substituted samples.

1. INTRODUCTION
Revealing the mechanism of nonconventional superconductivity is a goal stimulating the
progress of condensed matter physics since the discovery of high temperature super
conductors (HTSC) in 1986 [1]. Investigations have been focused predominantly on a
different family of cuprate perovskites. However, recently discovered iron-based
superconductors [2] and their modifications, with critical temperature (Tc) reaching almost 55
K, also attract researchers’ attention. In cuprates and iron pnictides chemical substitution
plays a key role in inducing the superconducting phase. Therefore it is often used as a method
for studying essential problems in superconducting materials. Replacement of some atoms in
the structure with the other of different valence, ion radius and magnetic moment can result in
deformation of the lattice, charge redistribution, appearance of vacancies or disorder. All
these reflect the macroscopic properties of superconductors like Tc, pinning, critical current
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(Jc), irreversibility field (Hirr). In iron-based materials it is believed that magnetism could be
suppressed either by doping or applying pressure in order bulk-phase superconductivity to
appear [3].
In spite of their widely varying structure (different number of CuO2 planes) HTS have a
universal phase behavior. The scaled transition temperature, Tc/Tcmax is a parabolic function
of the plane hole concentration (p) with onset, maximum and termination for p = 0.05, 0.16
and 0.27, respectively [4]. The optimal doping at popt = 0.16 is connected with the maximal
critical temperature, Tcmax, while at critical doping (p = 0.19) the superconductivity is most
robust due to the maximization of the condensation energy and superfluid density at T = 0 [5].
Samples with hole concentration lower than the optimal (popt) are underdoped and in the
extreme limit p < 0.05 –antifferomagnetic insulators. By variation of oxygen content in the
range of 6.4 ≤ z ≤ 6.92 underdoped 123-type samples can be obtained. Samples with p>popt
are overdoped. They become metals behind the upper limit of p>0.28. Non-oxygen deficient
YBa2Cu3O7 is slightly overdoped [6], while for heavily overdoped 1-2-3 superconductors
additional hole supply is needed. The overdoped side of the phase diagram (T/Tcmax(p)) is less
studied and not accessible without introduction of additional carriers. Partial replacement of
rare earth ion in RBa2Cu3O7-δ by Ca2+ ion with similar ionic radius but lower valence value,
provides extra holes and makes the overdoped region of the T(p) phase diagram attainable for
study. This is the situation for highly oxygenated samples. In the opposite case of insufficient
carriers Ca doping is crucial for the appearance of superconductivity. In oxygen deficient
samples (z ≤ 6.4) Ca substitution increases the number of carriers and superconductivity with
Tc=34 K was observed in Y0.7Ca0.3Ba2Cu3O6.02 polycrystalline sample [7]. Ca doping induces
also superconductivity in PrBa2Cu3O7-δ which is a semiconductor [8].
It is surprising, however, that an increase of the charge concentration in planes leads to a
decrease of Tc on the overdoped side. Different explanations of this fact exist. It is proposed
that the reduction of Tc is a result of increasing the 3D electron dynamics when
superconductivity can be strongly suppressed by electron-electron scattering and scattering on
structural disorder (M-O interlayer between the CuO2 sheets) [9]. In the presence of
nonmagnetic substituents (like Zn on the Cu site and Ca on the R site) the impurities also are
strongly scattering centers. Zn, for example, induces local magnetic moments upon its
neighboring copper atoms [10] and the spin vacancy creates a perturbation of the local
antiferromagnetic correlations [11]. Another reliable explanation of the Tc suppression is the
appearance of phase separation in the superconducting and normal – metal ground state.
Two types of doped holes appear in the overdoped region. In one of them holes
condensed into low energy superconducting state. The other extra holes are expelled from the
superconducting islands to the surrounding area forming non-superconducting metallic sea.
The bulk superconductivity is established due to the Josephson coupling (or proximity effect)
between the islands [12], [13]. In this sense the overdoped HTSC systems are fundamentally
different from conventional BCS superconductors where all the normal-state charge carriers
participate in the superfluid [12]-[14]. This picture is supported by observation of percolative
superconductivity, for example in overdoped single crystals (LSCO, Tl-2201, Bi2212) [13].
We carry out a detailed study of overdoped state in polycrystalline R1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ
superconducting samples, where R = Y, Eu, Gd, Er and x = 0; 0.025; 0.05; 0.10; 0.20 and
0.30. The influence of overdoping on the inter- and intra-granular effects, critical current,
irreversibility line, flux pinning, activation energy for thermally assisted flux flow (TAFF)
and AC losses was investigated.
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2. SAMPLES PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Samples preparation: R1-xCaxBa2Cu3Oz samples were prepared from the high purity
BaCO3, R2O3, CuO and CaCO3 powders. The obtained mixture was ground and three times
sintered by the standard solid state reaction. The first sintering was at 900°C in the flowing
oxygen for 21 hours. After grinding the powder was sintered at 930°C for the second time at
the same atmosphere followed by slow cooling and additional annealing at 450°C for 2 hours.
Tablets were pressed, sintered for the third time at 950°C for 23 hours and subsequently
annealed at 450°C for 23 hours. In order to prepare highly overdoped samples final annealing
at 450°C sometimes has been carried out for 48 or 100 hours.
In order to prepare underdoped sample Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ for comparison it has been
treated at nitrogen atmosphere.
Thermally quenched samples were produced during the third procedure. After 21 hours
of sintering at 950˚C in oxygen, the temperature was reduced to 500˚C (for YCaBCO-500);
400˚C (for YCaBCO-400) and 320˚C (for YCaBCO-320), respectively. Annealing was
performed for 48 hours followed by rapid quenching of the tablet from the corresponding
temperature to room temperature.
Samples investigations: Standard X-ray powder diffraction analysis was used for
examination of specimens’ structure. The samples microstructure was investigated by SEM
Philips 515.
The AC magnetic susceptibility was investigated with commercial 7000 Lake Shore
Cryogenics, Inc. susceptometer, MagLab-Oxford 7000 susceptometer and PPMS – Quantum
Design at different AC field amplitudes, frequencies and temperatures.
The DC magnetization was investigated using a Quantum Design SQUID Magnetometer.
The full hysteresis cycle was recorded after the specimen was zero field cooled to the desired
temperature.
The transport measurements were performed on Quantum Design PPMS. In order to
prevent the sample from Joule heating effect the DC current was applied for a very short time
- 0.002 sec. Thick current leads have been used, soldered to the sample’s surface. The
boundary values for I, V and power have been specified and the measurement was impossible
in case that some of these values were exceeded. The voltages were detected with an error of
several nanovolts. The applied magnetic field was perpendicular to the current direction. I-V
measurements used for investigation of scaling behavior have been performed on sample with
x = 0.025 with dimensions: S = 0.116x0.211 cm2 and L = 0.420 cm, and sample with x = 0.20
with S = 0.184 x 0.283 cm2 and L = 0.340 cm, where S is the sample’s cross-section and L is
the distance between the voltage leads. The electric field E, current density J and resistivity ρ
have been found according to the relations: E = V/L; J = I/S and ρ = E/J.
The values of the critical current, Jc, were obtained by the E-J characteristics at given
temperature according to the offset criterion. The tangent was drawn to E-J curve at
interception point with the electric field criterion 10 μV/cm. The critical current is determined
as the current where this tangent extrapolates to zero electric field.
Two types of measurements have been performed: resistivity vs. temperature and I-V
curves at constant temperatures. Both measurements were done at different magnetic fields
ranging from 0.1 T to 6.9 T.
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Temperature dependence of critical current density at zero magnetic field was also
investigated for some samples.

3. SAMPLES CHARACTERIZATION
The X-ray diffraction analysis at room temperature was performed for all investigated
samples R1-xCaxBa2Cu3Oz (R = Y with x = 0; 0.025; 0.05; 0.10; 0.2; 0.25 and 0.3 and R =
Eu, Gd, Er with x = 0; 0.2; 0.25 and 0.3). Independently of R element all samples with x=0 0.2 show a single phase which can be indexed on the basis of 1-2-3 orthorhombic type
structure. By detailed analysis in the range 2θ ≈ 30°- 40°, where the main peaks of BaCuO2
phase occur it is shown that detectable amount of this impurity phase exists only in samples
with x ≥ 0.25 [15]-[16]. The appearance of BaCuO2 phase indicates that Ca starts to substitute
not only for R element but also for Ba [17], [18]. In this case some cation deficiency on R and
Cu positions will take place. In our samples BaCuO2 was not found in the X-ray detection
limit in the specimens with x = 0 - 0.2, indicating that Ca substitutes predominantly for R
element in them. In spite of that we do not expel the limited Ca substitution on the Ba site for
x = 0.20. It is shown by neutron refinement that the occupancy of Ca on the Y site is close to
100% up to x = 0.15 but it is reduced for higher Ca content, for example xeff = 0.18 in case of
x = 0.20 [19]. In polycrystalline samples with increasing the Ca content substitution on Y and
Ba position is moved from 3 : 1 towards 1 : 1 [18].
On increasing x the double peaks at 2θ ≈ 54.5° show tendency towards a triplet peak
structure [16], which has been identified with the appearance of ortho-II phase [20].
The unit cell lattice parameters a, b and c are determined and orthorhombicity (ba)/(b+a) was calculated. It has been found that independently of the type of R species a lattice
parameter remains almost constant. The b parameter and orthorhombicity decrease on
increasing Ca concentration (Figure 1) in consistency with the appearance of ortho-II phase. It
means that the structure loses oxygen from the chains and total oxygen decreases
monotonically with increasing x. This is supported also by the increasing value of c lattice
parameter [16] and has been established by direct oxygen measurements for different
R1-xCaxBa2Cu3Oz compounds [15], [21]-[22].
According to XRD analysis fully deoxygenated Ca-doped compound Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3Oz
(denoted as Y0.8-N) has tetragonal crystal structure. It has been indicated by the following
peaks: (103), (110), (200), (006), (213) and (116). Lattice parameters of tetragonal structure
are a = 3.849 Å and c = 11.818 Å [23]. Using the correlation between the c lattice parameter
and the oxygen content in Ca substituted samples [24], [25], we estimate the oxygen content
in Y08-N sample to be 6.0 ÷ 6.2. In fact, the sample consists of two types of tetragonal unit
cells: some of them Ca substituted, others non substituted but both without chain oxygen.
Thus, the number of carriers per CuO2 plane is determined only from Ca concentration (p =
x/2 = 0.1), i.e. the sample is highly underdoped. Its critical temperature, determined as the
onset of χ’(T) dependence, is between 40 and 50 K and also confirms the underdoping.
Microstructure of ceramic samples depends on many technology conditions like
stoichiometry, rates of heating and cooling, temperatures of sintering and annealing, duration
of these procedures, environment, grinding, pressing of tablets and others. In spite of the fact
that so many factors are important it is found that Ca substitution leads to finer grain structure
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crystallization in polycrystalline RBa2Cu3O7-δ samples [26], [27] and ruthenocuprates as well
[28]. Our SEM investigations on polycrystalline samples with R = Y and Gd also show that
increasing the Ca content leads to the formation of smaller grains. In Figure 2(a, b, c) SEM
images (with equal magnification x5000) are presented for Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3Oz samples with x =
0.025; 0.10 and 0.20, respectively.
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Figure 1. Orthorhombicity (a-b)/(a+b) vs. Ca concentration (x) in different superconducting systems.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. (a, b, c) SEM images of Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3Oz samples with x=0.025; 0.10 and 0.20, respectively.
In all micrographs the magnification is 5000 and marker is 10 μm.
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It is seen from Figure 2 that on increasing the Ca content the grain size decreases and for
x = 0.20 grains are the smallest with irregular shape.

4. INTRAGRANULAR PROPERTIES
Intragranular critical current
In small magnetic fields (~ 100 Oe) the low intergranular critical current (Jcinter) in
polycrystalline HTSC samples is rapidly depressed to the values ≤ 10 A/cm2. Thus Jc(B) is
successfully described by a model of an array with strongly superconducting grains joined by
Josephson junctions. M(H) measurements are very useful for the determination of
intragranular critical current (Jcintra) as the applied magnetic field breaks down the intergrain
connections. By applying Bean critical state model [29] Jcintra is calculated according to the
relationship Jc = 15ΔM/d, where ΔM = M+- M- is the difference of the magnetic moments
between ascending and descending field branches of the hysteresis (in emu/cm3) and d is the
average grain size (in cm) within the ceramic samples.
In Figure 3 M(H) dependences for Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3O(7-δ) (x = 0.025 and 0.05) , Y1Pr
Ba
2Cu3O(7-δ) (y = 0.05) and non substituted YBCO are presented at T = 4.2 K.
y y
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T=4.2 K
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Figure 3. M-H curves for ■ – non substituted YBCO, Δ - Y(Ca)BCO – with x = 0.05, ○ - Y(Ca)BCO –
with x = 0.025 and x - Y(Pr)BCO – with y = 0.05.

The following important observations should be mentioned: (A) The two branches of the
hysteresis loops for ascending and descending field are almost symmetric about the axis M =
0 for all samples. (B) Small amount of Pr or Ca substitution improved the pinning ability of
the 1-2-3 system and enlarged the hysteresis curve when compared with the non-substituted
YBCO. (C) The small amount of Ca substitution (x = 0.025) in the YBCO sample produced a
hysteresis loop with almost the same ΔM as Pr (y = 0.05) substitution did [30]. A question
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arises from this fact. If the pinning generated by Pr substitution is connected with the
magnetic moment of the Pr atom then what is the pinning mechanism obtained by substitution
with non-magnetic Ca which gives the similar result?
Actually two factors determined the intragranular critical current: the pinning force of
the vortices arising from the inhomogeneity introduced by substitutions (Jc) and depairing
critical current density Jco = 4Hc/3√6μoλ, where λ is the London penetration depth and Hc is
the thermodynamic critical field [31]. It has been shown that the increased amount of Pr
substitution increases London penetration depth and suppresses Hc [32].
In case of Ca substitution it is established that λ(5K) increases when the level of
overdoping is enhanced [33]. Thus the depairing critical current will decrease when Pr or Ca
concentration increases resulting in the suppression of ΔM and Jcintra, respectively. We
observe this effect when M(H) curves for R1-xCaxBa2Cu3O(7-δ) (R = Y, Eu, Gd, Er) samples
are recorded with x ≥ 0.2 [16, 34]. In Figure 4 and Figure 5 M(H) curves for samples with
R=Er (x = 0; 0.3) and R = Y (x = 0; 0.2) are presented, respectively. Large amount of Ca
substitution shrinks the hysteresis curves when compared with that for non substituted
samples.
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Figure 4. M-H curves for Er1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ samples with x = 0 and x = 0.30 at T = 20 K.

In the Figure 5 hysteresis loops for two different Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O(7-δ) samples are
presented: (a)-48 hours oxygenated (Y08-48) and (b) previous sample oxygenated for another
52 hours at 450ºC (Y08-100). Sample (b) is more overdoped with Tcmidpoint approximately 10
K lower than sample (a). Nevertheless it shows smaller ΔM resulting in weaker Jcintra as two
samples should have almost identical grain size. The penetration peak (maximal initial
magnetization due to full penetration) for sample (b) coincides with the central peak
(maximal magnetization during the magnetic field cycle) suggesting percolative
superconductivity. In HTSC, due to small coherent length (ξ), the energy cost for the creation
of phase boundaries is small, what facilitates phase separation [12], [35]-[36]. In the case of
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slight overdoping, the non-superconducting regions are small and their dimensions are
probably comparable with the coherent length. As a result, a broad M(H) curve is obtained
due to the effective pinning. When the doping considerably exceeds the optimal concentration
the non-superconducting clusters coalesce. The increasing of their dimensions reduced the
pinning and the critical current is significantly suppressed.
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Figure 5. M-H curves for Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ samples with x = 0 and x = 0.20 at temperature 4.2 K.
Samples Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ are different time (48 h and 100 h) oxygenated.
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Figure 6. M-H curves for Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ samples quenched at indicated temperatures Sample (b)
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ oxygenated 100 h is also presented.
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Figure 7. Plots of ΔM/ΔMmax versus H/Hmax for Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ samples with x = 0, 0.025. and 0.20
(a) and for Gd1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ with x = 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30 at T = 4.2 K.

As a verification of this hypothesis we investigated the M(H) curves of samples with
significant Ca amount (x = 0.2) but quenched at different temperatures (320°C, 400°C,
500°C) [37]. The higher the quenching temperature, the more defects (oxygen vacancies,
disorder) are formed in the sample. In spite of the fact that oxygen loss decreases carrier
concentration, ΔM for quenched samples increases (Figure 6) when compared with the
strongly overdoped sample (Y08-100). Thus quenching decreases the overdoping, resulting in
Tc enhancement. It is known that the critical current is a parameter highly dependent upon the
material processing. However, quenching ensures not only different materials characteristics,
but strongly influences the level of overdoping and the quality of the superconducting
condensate, respectively.
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In order to separate different flux pinning mechanisms in substituted and non-substituted
samples, the normalized loop with ΔM/ΔMmax was plotted against the reduced field b =
H/Hmax, with Hmax - the field of maximum loop width ΔMmax for two superconducting systems
Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ and Gd1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ (Figure 7a, b). From this figures we see that all
substituted samples are scaled on a single curve different from the curve for the nonsubstituted sample. This means that the pinning in Ca-substituted specimens has a common
nature. Most likely these are not oxygen vacancies as their number increases with x and
should enhance ΔM.

Irreversibility line
According to the Bean critical state model the hysteretic non-linear relationship between
the magnetization and the external magnetic field exists in type II superconductors as a result
of flux pinning. This brings about higher harmonics generation of AC magnetic susceptibility.
However, the AC magnetic response is frequency dependent, which is not accounted for in
the initial model. In its extended version, dynamic losses related to the thermally activated
vortex motion are included [38], [39].
The vortex motion generates a resistive state described by the Ohmic dependence E = ρJ,
where ρ(B,T) is J independent and in the E-J characteristics zones appear with linear
behavior. This is the so-called linear response of type II superconductors to an AC magnetic
field. It is connected to the thermally assisted flux flow (TAFF) regime, characterized by
thermally activated vortex hopping and flux flow (FF) regime – dominated by viscous motion
of the vortex liquid. In fact, FF regime could also be non-linear at high vortex velocities due
to the non-equilibrium distribution of quasi-particles in the vortex core and to the decrease of
viscosity [40]-[43]. The E-J characteristics have a non-linear behaviour, when the vortex
motion is governed by thermally activated flux creep (FC) and sample’s resistivity is Jdependent.
In general, the AC susceptibility technique is a useful tool for the investigation of
different flux-dynamic regimes and especially the third harmonics signal which is a very
sensitive method for their identification [44]-[46]. The AC susceptibility signal could be
investigated as a function of temperature, DC magnetic field intensity, AC magnetic field
amplitude and frequency. By a variation of these parameters different dynamic regimes could
be studied. For their proper identification the experimental results are compared to
susceptibility curves simulated by numerical calculations of the non-linear diffusion equation
for the magnetic field [47]. The observations of high harmonics signals (χn) imply the nonlinear response of the flux system. Non-linearity is not always a precondition to irreversibility
(for example, non-linear flux flow). The irreversibility in the magnetization behaviour can be
a result of bulk pinning, surface or edge barrier effects and contributes to the third harmonics
(χ3) signal appearance. At certain conditions (superposition of DC and AC magnetic fields
when Hac<< Hdc ) the flux creep is non-linear and the irreversible dynamical regime
determines the χ3 signal [44], [46]. In this case the third harmonics signal is closely related to
the flux depinning (irreversibility) line (IL) and is often used for its determination [48]-[50].
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Figure 8. Module of third harmonics AC magnetic susceptibility as a function of DC field at different
temperatures (Hac = 0.1 Oe and f = 1000 Hz) for the sample with x = 0.025 (a), for the sample with x =
0.10 (b) and for the sample with x = 0.20 (c). The inset at (b) shows the noise level two orders of
magnitude smaller than the signal at peak position.
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For the determination of IL we used the module of the third harmonics signal, (|χ3|), as a
function of a DC magnetic field (Hdc) at fixed temperature and small AC magnetic field
amplitude (Hac < Hdc) [51]. In Figure 8(a,b.c) |χ3| vs. Hdc dependences are presented for all
investigated samples (with x = 0.025, 0.10 and 0.20). The criterion used to determine the Hirr
value (above which the vortex liquid occur) is the deviation of | χ3| from the noise signal at
fixed temperature. The signal which is two orders of magnitude smaller than that in the peak
position is referred to noise signal (see inset of Figure 4b). In this manner the value where the
|χ3| signal starts to increase is determined within one percent error. This responds to no more
than 0.1 T error when the Hirr is determined.
The obtained irreversibility lines are presented in Figure 9(a). On increasing the
overdoping they are shifted to lower temperatures. Thus for a given magnetic field the
position of IL for the highly overdoped sample (x = 0.20) is by about 20 K lower than that for
the sample with x = 0.025. The irreversibility field for Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ at 77 K is
estimated to be about 7 T. This value is higher than the reported for YBCO polycrystalline
sample, which is about 5 T [52]. Usually, the IL is fitted by the dependence:
Birr(T) = Birr(0)(1-T/Tc)n

(1)

predicted by the collective pinning theory [53], where n is a model dependent parameter. The
assumption for a 3D-2D flux-line transition due to the decoupling of conducting layers leads
to n = 3/2 [54], while flux-line melting model using a Lindemann type melting criterion
predicts n = 2 [55]. The double logarithmic plots of the irreversibility field versus [1- (T/Tc)]
are presented for all samples in Figure 9(b). The slope of the lines, which yields the values of
n, grows on increasing the overdoping. The value of n for Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ is close to
2 (2.23 ± 0.08) which might indicate the existence of glass-liquid phase transition. The n
value increases when the overdoping grows and the values for the other two samples (with
x=0.10 and x = 0.20) are large (3.96 ± 0.05 and 6.36 ± 0.150, respectively) within such
interpretation. In fact, using only the n value, it is impossible to identify what kind of
irreversibility is determinant in different samples. Additional research have been performed to
this effect.
Magnetization measurements could be helpful to discriminate bulk pinning from surface
barrier effects [56]. The lightly overdoped sample (x = 0.025) exhibits a broad, almost
symmetric with respect to M = 0 curve (Figure 3) The highly overdoped sample (x = 0.20,
oxygenated for 100 hours) exhibits a significant reduction of the hysteresis loop width as
compared to the non-substituted one (Figure 5). The other important fact is the almost zero
magnetization of the descending branch of M(H) curve for the Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ sample.
This is a telling demonstration of the presence of Bean-Livingston surface barrier [57], [58].
As a result of the competition between the attractive force acting between the vortex and its
mirrored antivortex, and repulsive force between the vortex at the surface and the shielding
currents, a surface barrier appears. It prevents the vortex penetration in the sample up to field
Hp, (identical to the thermodynamic critical field Hc for the smooth surface) and does not
prevent their exit. Surface imperfections allow partial penetration thus reducing the
penetration field down to Hc1 [59]. In our case the highly overdoped sample
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ (oxygenated for 100 hours) shows M(H) curve determined by surface
barrier effects.
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Figure 9. Plot of the irreversibility fields against temperature (irreversibility line) for Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ
samples with x = 0.025, 0.10 and 0.20. The 77 K boundary is explicitly indicated (a). The double
logarithmic plots of irreversibility field vs. [1-(T/Tc)] for all samples (b).

In order to determine Hp(T) for the overdoped sample Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ (oxygenated
for 48 hours) the offsets of M(H) curves at different temperatures (4 K, 10 K, 20 K, 30 K, 40
K, 50 K and 60 K) were recorded. It has been established that penetration field monotonically
decreases when the temperature increases (600 Oe, 535 Oe, 398 Oe, 270 Oe, 188 Oe, 155 Oe
and 70 Oe, respectively). According to [59]
Hp(T) = Hc(0)[(1 - t2)(1 + t2)1/2]exp(-2T/T0),

(2)
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where Hc(0) is thermodynamic critical field at T = 0, t = T/Tc and T0 is a characteristic
temperature. By plotting ln[Hp/(1 - t2)(1 + t2)1/2] versus T, both Hc(0) and T0 were determined
to be 810 Oe and 10.44 K, respectively. The irreversibility field, in the case of vortex
penetration through a surface barrier (at T > T0) [60], is determined by the expression:
Hirr ≈ Hc2(T0/2T)exp(-2T/T0),

(3)

where Hc2 is the upper critical field. The experimental data for Hirr were collected at T>T0. In
Figure 10 these data are presented and fitted using the above-mentioned dependence. This is
another consideration supporting the assumption that the experimental results for the
overdoped Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ sample are influenced by the surface barrier effects. As the
specimen surfaces have similar quality, the appearance of the surface barrier effect is
associated with the overdoping of the sample and decreasing of grain size. The last resulted in
growing of grains boundary surfaces.

20

Sample x=0.20
Hc2(T0/2T)exp(-2T/T0)

16

Hirr (T)

12

8

4

0

56

60

64

68

72

T (K)
Figure 10. Plot of the irreversibility fields vs. temperature for the sample Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ (48 h
oxygenated) fitted by exponential law Hirr ≈ Hc2(T0/2T)exp(-2T/T0), where T0 = 10.44 K and the upper
critical field Hc2 is the fitting parameter.

In fact low Ca substitution (2.5 at. %) in polycrystalline YBCO sample enhances the
irreversibility field up to 7 T at 77 K and makes the hysteresis loop (at 4.2 K) broader than
that for non substituted YBCO. Further increasing of Ca content shifts the IL to lower
temperatures, deteriorates bulk pinning, and observed irreversibility is dominated by the
surface barrier effects.
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Scaling behavior of current-voltage characteristics
Originally the evidence for presence of vortex-glass phase in HTSC comes from transport
experiments [61], [62]. It has been shown that at given temperature T = Tg a power law
describes the I-V curve. At T < Tg a negative curvature on the log I vs. log V plot appeared
indicating the presence of vortex-glass state. On increasing the temperature at T > Tg the
typical for vortex creep phenomena positive curvature is observed.
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Figure 11. The I-V curves at given constant temperatures for a sample with x = 0.025 at B = 0.1 T (a)
and for a sample with x = 0.20 at B = 1.25 T (b).
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In order to verify the existence of vortex glass state in the investigated here samples the IV characteristics have been measured at fixed magnetic field and different temperatures. For
these measurements it is very important to keep constant temperature and to protect sample
from the Joule heating. In Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11 (b) logI-logV curves are presented for
the Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3Oz and Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ samples at B = 0.1 T and 1.25 T,
respectively, and different temperatures. It is seen from these figures that the negative
curvatures, characteristic for vortex-glass state, exist in both samples. For the
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ specimen we found that the best linear fit with the least square deviation
is reached for the I-V dependence at Tg = 64 K and for Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3Oz at Tg = 85 K,
respectively. At temperatures higher than Tg the vortex liquid phase appeared. The I-V curves
in Figure 11(b) were obtained at magnetic field 1.25 T determined from the first point of
irreversibility line (1.25 T; 65 K) for the sample with x = 0.20. The obtained result for Tg
coincides very well with the previously determined IL and suggests that the flux creep
contribution cannot be excluded from the |χ3(Hdc)| signal.
The best evidence of a phase transition near Tg is the scaling behavior existence [62]. The
I-V isotherms should collapse onto two master curves above and below Tg, representing the
liquid and glass states of the flux lines. The vortex correlation length, ξg and the relaxation
time τg in the vortex glass state are the quantities diverging at the transition temperature Tg
according to the relations:

ξ g ∝ T − Tg

−ν

and

τ g ∝ ξ gz ,

(4)

where ν and z are the static and dynamic exponents, respectively. The vortex-glass-vortexliquid phase transition is analyzed by using the scaling relation [63]:

E(J ) ≈ Jξg

D −2− z

(

)

ε ± J ξ g D −1Φ 0 / k BT ,

(5)

where E is the electric field, J is the current density, Φ0 is the flux quantum, kB is Boltzmann
constant, D is the dimensionality of the system under consideration and ε± are the scaling
functions above and below the glass transition temperature Tg. After determining the proper
value of Tg(H) and critical exponents from the experiment the scaling should be provided.
Following the described analysis experimental results for many different samples have been
scaled.
Recently non-power law I-V dependences have been observed in similar
Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ samples [26]. Experiments have been carried out at very small magnetic
fields (up to 20 Oe) and only intergranular flux pinning is probed. We used higher magnetic
fields in the range 0.1 T – 6.9 T, when the intragranular pinning is active. As it has been
already discussed small amount of Ca substitution increased the pinning ability of the YBCO
samples (Figure 3). It was shown also that Ca substitution leads to finer grain structure
crystallization in polycrystalline RBa2Cu3O7-δ samples (Figure 2). But the interrelations
among the average distance between the vortex lines (α = (Φ0/B)1/2), the vortex correlation
length, ξg, in glass state, and grain size in the sample are important for the vortex-glassvortex-liquid phase transition. The above discussed characteristics of Ca substituted samples
make them different in a sense from ordinary YBCO polycrystalline specimens. Establish
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Figure 12. Low current resistivity (ρlin) as a function of (T-Tg)/Tg for: (a) sample Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ
and (b) sample Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ, at different magnetic fields.

The width of temperature interval (ΔT) where the critical regime develops for a given
magnetic field is determined from the presentation in Figure 12. The critical regime persists at
narrow temperature interval for sample Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ but this interval is extended
for both samples when the magnetc field increases for both samples.
By comparing the values of dynamic exponent z for two investigated samples it was
established that the sample with smaller grains (Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ) has larger z (~ 3), while
the sample with the larger grains (Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ) shows smaller z (≤ 2). This
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confirms previously reported morphology dependence of dynamic exponent z [66].
Comparison of z values for Ca substituted and non substituted YBCO samples [66] showed
that substituted samples have smaller z values for the similar grain size and magnetic fields
range. The z suppression is more pronounced (about 1) for the Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ
sample, while for Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ it is only several tenths. The reduction of the z
exponent indicates that the vortex relaxation time is enhanced and confirms the improved
pinning in Ca substituted samples in comparison with non-substituted.
The scaling behavior for both samples is presented in Figure 13 (a, b, c, d, e) and Figure
14 (a, b, c, d, e).
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Figure 13. (a, b, c, d, e) Scaling collapse of E-J data for sample Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ at indicated
magnetic fields for given static (ν) and dynamic (z) exponents at corresponding temperature intervals
(a) 78-83 K (b) 70-87 K (c) 66-84 K (d) 64-74 K and (e) 61-75 K. Samples’ dimensionality is D=3.
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Static exponent ν is almost field independent for Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ in consistency with
the model predictions. More frequently it is close to but smaller than 1. For comparison ν is
1.13-1.15 at 0.1 T for the previously discussed polycrystalline YBCO samples [66]. For a
sample with x = 0.025 ν is in the range 0.86 -1.94 and increases more than 2 times when the
field grows from 0.1T to 6.9 T. The static exponent is related to the vortex correlation length.
Their possible field dependence is connected with its suppression to a value smaller than the
distance between the vortices [61, 67].
The vortex correlation length (ξg) has been estimated by using the relation [61]:

J c = k B T / Φ 0ξ g( D −1) ,

(6)

where Jc is the critical current at T < Tg and D = 3. For a sample with x = 0.025 at T = 81 K
(Tg = 85 K) the critical current has been determined to be 4.5.104 A/m2 and the correlation
length is about 3.5 μm. For the other sample with x = 0.20 the critical current at T = 62 K
(also by 4 K lower than Tg = 66 K) is 6.104 A/m2 and the corresponding ξg value is found to
be ~2.7 μm. At this field (0.1 T) inter-vortex spacing is found to be ~14.4 μm, which is about
4 - 5 times higher than obtained ξg values confirming the presence of vortex-glass phase
below Tg.
We determine also ξg at temperatures 2K higher than Tg according to the relation (6) and
now J is the current density at which the resistivity starts to deviate from its constant, lowcurrent value. For the sample with x = 0.20 at the highest field (6.9 T) ξg > α. However, for
the other sample ξg ≈α at the highest field (6.9 T) and ξg < α at all other fields. This difference
could be the reason for a non-identical behaviour of scaling parameter ν in both samples.
The critical exponents for Ca substituted samples at given fields have been determined
and scaling collapse of the E-J data established. For Ca substituted samples the z values are
smaller than usually reported for non substituted YBCO. The reasonable explanation of this
fact is the higher pinning, which has been established earlier independently [34], [51]. The
obtained field dependence for static exponent ν (more pronounced for
Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ) is connected with the special interrelation between the vortex
correlation length and intervortex spacing (ξg ≤ α) for all magnetic fields above Tg.

5. INTERGRANULAR PROPERTIES
Chemical doping with Ca is important also with respect to the intergranular current. It is
known that grain boundaries (GBs) in YBCO superconductors are depleted of carriers [68],
[69], what leads to a reduced intergrain critical current density. Schmehl et al. [70] reported
that by substituting Ca2+ at Y3+ site, the weak link effect of high angle GBs in YBCO
multilayer films was significantly reduced and the critical current density was enhanced more
than seven times. An improvement of GBs transport in bulk melt-processed [71] and sintered
[15] YBCO samples by a Ca substitution has also been established.
Hole concentration is an essential parameter that controls many properties in HTSC. How
the vortex dynamics is influenced by the doping effect? Samples belonging to underdoped
region have lower charge concentration (p) in CuO2 plane, and almost empty charge
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reservoirs. In the overdoped side the charge concentration in planes increases, 3D carrier
dynamics is enhanced and the anisotropy decreases. Generally, doping strongly affects
coupling between the CuO2 layers influencing the vortex dynamics in grains. In this study we
investigate how the doping influences the intergranular flux dynamics, comparing the
properties of the samples from the opposite sides of the Tc(p) phase diagram [4].
The peak in the imaginary part of the first harmonic AC susceptibility, χ’’1(T), occurs
when the measuring frequency is of the order of the inverse relaxation time of the vortex
system [72]. The peak position depends logarithmically on AC field frequency. This
dependence is used for the determination of activation energy, Ea, needed for triggering the
flux creep, when thermally activated fluctuations overcome the pinning [73]. The expression
for Ea is given by:
Ea = kBTpln(f/f0),

(7)

where Tp is the temperature corresponding to the χ’’1 peak position and f0 is a characteristic
frequency in the range 109 – 1012 Hz.
It has been established that in all investigated samples intergranular χ’’1(T) dependences
are shifted to higher temperatures when the frequency is increased at constant AC field
amplitude. The peaks of χ’’1(T) dependences are shifted to lower temperatures when the
magnetic field amplitude increases at constant low frequency. These experimental results
indicate that the thermally activated flux creep influences intergranular flux dynamics. This is
in agreement with the previous reports [74]. Therefore, based on the above equation, we have
calculated the flux creep activation energies for all examined samples.
The underdoped sample Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ treated in nitrogen athmosphere (denoted as
Y08-N) has a very low Tc and the maxima in χ”1(T) dependences are not well expressed down
to 2K even for amplitude Hac = 0.1 Oe. For Ea determination we used the curves displacement
with frequency on the level possibly very close to the maximum. We chose this procedure
after a careful investigation of its applicability on the other samples where the maximum of
χ”1(T) is well manifested. Once the 1/Tp vs. ln(f) dependence has been built taking the values
of Tp at the maximum, then the same dependence is obtained but for Tp , we took the value at
which the line y = m [max χ’’1(T)], m = 0.7 ÷ 0.9 intercepts the χ”1(T) plots for different
frequencies. Thus we obtain a series of parallel lines (for different m) with the same slopes
and independent of “m”, the calculated Ea value remains constant and equal to that
determined from the maximum of χ”1(T). This result shows that such an approach is justified
and we use it also to determine Ea for the Y08-N sample. The defined value of Ea at Hac=0.1
Oe is very low (Ea = 0.004 eV). Most likely it is related to intragranular flux pinning and the
corresponding intergranular value should be even smaller [23].
On Figure 15 the 1/Tp vs. ln(f) dependences are presented for all investigated samples. It
is seen from the figure that underdoped samples (Y08-N and GdBa2Cu3O7-δ denoted as
Gd123) have higher slope of the 1/Tp vs. ln(f) dependence and hence lower activation energy
than the overdoped samples YBa2Cu3O7-δ, Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ oxygenated 48 and 100 h
(denoted respectively Y123, Y08-48 and Y08-100). Increasing the level of overdoping raises
the activation energy. The exact values of Ea for Hac=0.1 Oe are given in Table 1.
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Figure 15. 1/Tp versus ln (f) dependences for indicated samples. The magnetic field amplitude is 0.1 Oe
and the frequency is varied in the interval 145 -5300 Hz.

Table 1. Sample composition, symbols, intra- and intergranular critical
temperatures and activation energy for TAFF

Sample

Symbol

Tc,intra (K)

Tc,inter (K)

Ea (eV)

Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3Oz

Y08-N

~50.0

-

0.004

Gd1Ba2Cu3Oz

Gd123

91.7

85.8

0.397

Y1Ba2Cu3Oz

Y123

92.0

90.1

1.118

Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3Oz

Y08-48

82.7

69.4

2.646

Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3Oz

Y08-100

81.5

66.6

2.837

In order to make clear whether different vortex dimensionality exists in underdoped
(Y08-N) and overdoped (Y08-100) samples we performed experiments for the determination
of activation energy at four different AC field amplitudes:7.95 A/m; 79.57 A/m; 795.78 A/m
and 1591.59 A/m. In Figure 16 (a, b) the Ea(Hac) dependences are presented for both samples,
respectively. For underdoped Y08-N sample the Ea(Hac) dependence is found to be
logarithmic, which is the typical behavior in 2D vortex system [75]. This correlates with the
small carrier concentration, large c lattice parameter (11.818 Å) and high anisotropy of this
sample. In spite of the fact that this result probably refers to the intragranular pinning it is
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reasonable to expect similar behavior for intergranular pinning too. For an overdoped Y08100 sample the experimentally found points are well approximated by the Ea~Hac-2/3
dependence shown in the inset of Figure 16b. According to [76] this dependence is
characteristic of a 3D vortex system.
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Figure 16. Activation energy (Ea) vs. magnetic field amplitudes (Hac) for an underdoped sample Y08-N
(a) and for an overdoped sample Y08-100 (b). Inset Ea is presented as a function of Hac-2/3.
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Figure 17. Coles-Coles plots for underdoped Gd123 sample (a) and for overdoped Y08-100 sample (b).
Initial AC susceptibility data are presented in the insets.

In order to compare intergranular behavior in underdoped and overdoped samples, which
have different Tcinter and different geometry, we used the Coles-Coles (χ’’ versus χ’) plot of the
magnetic susceptibility. The advantage of this presentation is the elimination of the geometry
dependent factors [77], [78] as well as the possibility to compare different samples without
knowing the exact J(T) dependence [77]. In Figure 17 (a, b) Coles-Coles plots for underdoped
Gd123 and overdoped Y08-100 samples are presented, respectively. The values of abscissas
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are normalized by using the maximum value of |χ’1| for the corresponding sample, where the
Meissner state is reached. χ’’1 is also normalized to the corresponding maximum value. It has
been previously shown [77] that this presentation gives the same results when the
fundamental susceptibility is measured as a function of temperature at constant magnetic field
or the measurement is performed at varying magnetic fields and constant temperature. We
also established this experimentally. In Figure 17 experimental results of type χ1(T)Hac=const are
used and initial AC susceptibility data for investigated samples are presented at insets. For
underdoped Gd123 sample (Figure 17a) two dependences are presented for Hac = 0.1 Oe and
Hac = 0.5 Oe, f = 1048 Hz. It is seen from the Coles-Coles plots that the maximum is shifted
to the (-1) side of χ’1 axis. According to Shantsev et al. [79] the steeper slope at χ ’→ -1 and
maximum shift to the negative -1 side is an indication of flux creep existence in the sample.
For an overdoped sample Y08-100 the curves presented (Figure 17b) are measured for
stronger magnetic fields Hac = 1 Oe and Hac = 20 Oe. In both fields the maximum occurs at
χ’1/ χ’1 max = 0.34 which is very close to the value 0.38 predicted on the basis of Bean critical
state model [78]. Therefore, Jc is almost independent of magnetic field in the overdoped
sample up to the highest field used in the investigations, while for an underdoped sample the
flux creep is present even in lower magnetic fields.
Maximum of χ’’1(T) is reached when the applied magnetic field penetrates to the center of
the sample. The increase of the magnetic field amplitude shifts the maximum position
towards lower temperatures [74]. This can be used for the determination of J(T) dependence
when the sample’s shape is known. The samples have been approximated with long cylinders
(l=10R, where R is the radius and l is the length of the cylinder) and the critical current
density at Tp has been calculated according to a relation J(T) = Hac/R. The χ’’1(T)Hac=const
dependences at four different Hac amplitudes indicated above are used for Jc(T) determination
in underdoped Gd123 and overdoped Y08-48, Y08-100 samples. The corresponding Jc(T)
dependences are presented in Figure 18(a, b). The results are well approximated (with least
square deviation) with linear fit for underdoped specimen and with quadratic fit for
overdoped samples.
Similar behavior was already observed in direct Jc(T) measurements in a series of Ca
substituted GdBa2Cu3Oz samples – Figure 19 [16]. The Jc(T) dependence for an underdoped
sample is understandable. Within the individual grain CuO2 planes are separated from
insulating layers. In the frame of polycrystalline sample large angle grain boundaries depleted
of carriers or unfavourably oriented grains behave as Josephson junctions. Thus the observed
linear temperature dependence of Jc may be ascribed to the superconductor-insulatorsuperconductor (S-I-S) type joints existence in grains and between them. More unusual is
quadratic Jc(T) dependence for overdoped sample, which is an indication of superconductornormal metal-superconductor (S-N-S) type joints presence. Similar behavior is well known
for superconducting samples with various metallic additions (Ag, Pt) [80].
Using this analogy we can suppose that normal carriers and/or small regions of normal
state are present at grain boundaries of overdoped samples. It is known that Ca segregates at
the grain boundary regions. We can speculate that Ca substituted regions with dimensions
comparable to the unit cell with different oxygen content and smaller Tc become normal at the
conditions of experiment. It is also possible that phase separation occurs in overdoped
samples and normal carriers appear. These might be expected explanations of the observed SN-S type behavior of Jc(T).
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In fact it is established that a correlation exists between the intergranular critical current
and flux pinning activation energy. In underdoped samples the intergranular current shows SI-S behaviour and the activation energy is small, while in overdoped samples the intergranular
current is changed to S-N-S type and activation energy increases. It was found out that Ca
substitution not only increases carrier concentration and improves intergranular current but is
also significant for intra- and intergranular pinning.
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Figure 18. Temperature dependences of intergranular critical current density for underdoped Gd123
sample (a) and overdoped Y08-48 and Y08-100 samples (b).
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Figure 19. Jcinter vs. T/Tconset for Gd1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ samples. The lines present the best linear fit to the
data for samples with x = 0 and x = 0.2 and the best quadratic fit for the sample with x = 0.3.

6. APPLICATION
Since the discovery of high –Tc superconductors many efforts have been made to develop
the superconducting tapes for technical applications. The so-called first generation tapes were
produced by the oxide powder in tube (OPIT) technology using the BSCCO superconducting
system mainly. It has been later realized that the YBCO compound is more promising due to
its critical parameters (Jc, Hirr and Hc2), lower anisotropy and simple phase synthesis. The
development of second generation coated conductors method is essentially connected with 12-3 superconducting system. The coated conductor technology meets serious difficulties to
achieve the in-plane grain alignment necessary for high intergranular critical current.
Different methods, such as ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) of buffer layers [81], [82]
and biaxially textured substrates [83], [84] were examined for orientation of superconducting
grains. In OPIT technology partial grain alignment is naturally obtained during the rolling
process. In spite of that alignment and grain connections are found to be crucial for YBCO
tapes obtained by OPIT technology [85].
Our investigations show that large amount of Ca substitution (x ≥ 0.10) in YBCO system
decreases the melting temperature down to 990 C. This is important for the hot rolling process
of the tapes and final sintering process at 920 C and helps for better texturing. Obtained Agsheathed Y1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ tape with x = 0.3 shows partial texturing [86], [87] and short
samples have ~600-700 A/cm2 critical current at 77 K and zero magnetic field.
We have investigated the χ (T) dependencies for tapes with non substituted YBCO core
and substituted with Ca (x = 0.3). The AC magnetic field amplitude of 0.1 Oe and different
frequencies in the range of 145 Hz-10 000 Hz have been used. In Figure 20 the results for a
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tape with Y0.7Ca0.3Ba2Cu3O7-δ core are presented. The double step transition in χ’ (T)
dependence is connected with superconducting transition at higher temperature (~80 K) and
with the silver signal at lower temperature (~20-40 K). The high temperature maximum of χ’’
(T) (~ 80 K), shifts to higher temperatures on increasing the frequency. The shift in the low
frequency range (145 – 1000 Hz) is associated with the superconducting core while that at
higher frequency range (5313-10000 Hz) is associated with silver sheath. It has been
established that an Y0.7Ca0.3Ba2Cu3O7-δ based tape has narrow superconducting transition and
is less influenced by the frequency of AC magnetic field than the YBCO tape.

Figure 20. AC magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature at Hac=79.57 A/m and different frequencies for
an Y0.7Ca0.3Ba2Cu3O7-δ based tape.

We hope that further work will contribute to the improvement of the parameters of Y1xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ based tapes. In spite of the result of these efforts the obtained dependences
concerning the overdoped state are readily applicable for the coated conductors.

CONCLUSION
In summary, we investigated systematically the influence of Ca substitution on different
properties of R1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ polycrystalline samples – intra- and intergranular critical
current, flux pinning, irreversibility line, activation energy for TAFF, scaling behavior. The
main results and conclusions could be summarized as follows:
Small amount of Ca substitution (2.5 at %) in 1-2-3 superconducting system improves the
intragranular critical current and flux pinning. Large amount of Ca (≥ 20 at %) deteriorates
the Jcintra and influences the quality of the superconducting condensate causing phase
separation. Pinning in Ca substituted R1-xCaxBa2Cu3O7-δ samples has a common nature
independently of the Ca concentration.
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Hirr(77K) has been increased up to 7 T for Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ, which is higher than
the previously reported for the non-substituted YBCO. For this sample the behavior of
irreversibility line is determined by bulk pinning, while for Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O7-δ sample the
irreversibility is due to the surface barrier effects.
The scaling collapse of the E-J data in Ca substituted samples was established, similar to
the other polycrystalline YBCO samples. Previously observed morphology dependence of
dynamic exponent z was confirmed. For Ca substituted samples the z values are smaller than
usually reported for non substituted YBCO. The static critical exponent is field dependent
(especially ν for Y0.975Ca0.025Ba2Cu3O7-δ), which is connected with the special interrelation
between the vortex correlation length and intervortex spacing for all magnetic fields above Tg.
The reasonable explanation of this fact is the higher pinning, resulting in enhanced relaxation
time and narrow critical region.
It has been established that a correlation exists between the intergranular critical current
and flux pinning activation energy. In underdoped samples the activation energy is small and
intergranular current shows S-I-S behaviour, while in overdoped samples the activation
energy increases and intergranular current is changed to S-N-S type.
It has been found that Ag-sheathed tape with the overdoped Y0.7Ca0.3Ba2Cu3O7-δ
superconducting core, has narrow superconducting transition and is less influenced by the AC
magnetic field frequency than similar tape with non substituted YBCO core.
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